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if you don't plan on playing through the first two mass effect games, be prepared to do so to fully enjoy the third. in terms of a time investment, the three games are about three hours each (not including dlc). mass effect 1 had amazing cinematics, especially as the story progressed. mass effect 2 brought that onto an entirely new level. the
mass effect series is known for its incredible cinematics, and these are no exception. you should play the game through at least once before proceeding with mass effect 3 to avoid missing anything. the cinematics have been enhanced to a whole new level, and you don't want to miss out on the experience. the one thing that mass effect has

consistently maintained in all of the three games is the amazing voice acting. it's hard to describe, but i think i'll just go ahead and say it. the mass effect games have amazing voice acting. the series is known for its incredible voice acting, and these are no exception. you should play the game through at least once before proceeding with
mass effect 3 to avoid missing anything. in this way, you'll be able to fully enjoy the amazing performance of the voice acting, especially with the incredible voice performance of the main protagonist, commander shepard. although they were mentioned, i didn't want to miss out on mentioning the mass effect series' soundtrack. while it's not

an official soundtrack, i've listened to it so much that i've developed a whole new appreciation for it. the mass effect series has a unique soundtrack that becomes more reflective of the characters as the story progresses. in this way, i've developed a whole new appreciation for the music, especially considering i've listened to the entire
series multiple times. if you've never played the series, i recommend checking out this amazing, free downloadable album. it's almost as good as playing the game itself.
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once i completed the game, i found it to be very fun. i am looking forward to playing through the rest of the trilogy. i would recommend the game to anyone who enjoys the mass effect series. if you're looking for a new game to get out of your console for a few hours, pick up this game. it's a must-have. i like to think of the games as you like,
i do however, spend most of my time playing on my xbox 360. i have played the mass effect series since the first time i played the original while working on school at the age of 13. i remember being surprised that there were questions about how you were able to die so easily and the ending of the first game. since that time, i have been
hooked and could not stop playing them. the mass effect series gives me a feeling of nostalgia, a feeling of wonder, and a feeling of a void when i am not playing it. i think that the games have a large part in my life in the past, present and future. because of that, the mass effect series has a large part of my life on the xbox 360 and pc. on
april 4, 2011, bioware/electronic arts released an xbox live update for mass effect 2 that’s sure to improve the game experience. in the update, players will find a new "options" option that will allow you to change the default setting for game over vignettes, the amount of time your squad members are given to revive you, and the order in

which they are notified if you have died. if you’re not a fan of being revived, you can change the default settings for game over vignettes to make them more lenient and automatic. this also applies for the other squad members who need to revive you. 5ec8ef588b
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